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        Home » Resource Center
    3D MEASUREMENT SOLUTIONS & SERVICES  RESOURCE CENTER

    Access a wealth of information about Creaform’s portable 3D measurement solutions and 3D engineering services.
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                        Webinar

                        3D Scanning for Scientific Research and Historic Preservation
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                                VXelements: Fully integrated 3D software platform
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                                Creaform ACADEMIA: Getting a handle on handheld 3D scanners
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                    Technologies and Software
                    All
Optical Coordinate Measuring System
   MaxSHOT 3D
Portable 3D Scanners
   Go!SCAN 3D
   HandySCAN 3D
   HandySCAN 3D|MAX Series
   HandySCAN 3D|SILVER Series
   MetraSCAN 3D
Portable CMM
   HandyPROBE
Robot-Mounted Optical CMM Scanner
   CUBE-R
   MetraSCAN-R
Software
   Pipecheck
   SmartDENT 3D™
   VXinspect
   VXintegrity
   VXmodel
   VXscan-R
   VXtrack


                

                
                    Industries
                    All
& Overhaul
Aerospace
Automotive/Transportation
Consumer Products
Defense
Heavy Industries
Maintenance
Manufacturing
Marine
Medical
Mining
Nuclear
Oil & Gas
Power Generation
Repair
Science and Education


                

                
                    Services
                    All
3D scanning
Advanced Surfacing
Electrical engineering
Inspection/Quality Control
Non-destructive testing
Numerical Simulation (FEA/CFD)
Product Development
Reverse Engineering
Testing and prototyping workshop


                

            

            
                
                    Webinars

                    Go deep into the world of metrology and 3D scanning with Creaform’s latest webinars that will help you tackle any 3D measurement challenge.
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                Watch now
            


            
                HandySCAN MAX and VXintegrity: a revolution in corrosion inspection on large parts
                

                
                                            HandySCAN 3D|MAX Series

                    
                                            Oil & Gas

                                        
                                            3D scanning
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                HandySCAN 3D|MAX Series: Explore the future of portable large-scale 3D scanning
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                                            3D scanning
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                Watch now
            


            
                How automation and cobots can revolutionize quality control workflows
                Quality control in manufacturing is evolving with automation and cobots, reshaping traditional processes. Yet, challenges arise from complex 3D components, material finishes, and the need for faster methods. Take advantage of Creaform’s  webinar to learn about cobot-based inspections, automation without robotics expertise, and efficient cobot programming.



                
                                            Software

                    
                                        
                                            Reverse Engineering

                                    

            

        

                                
                                            

                    Watch our webinars

                    

                

                
                
                    Videos

                    Watch our videos to lay the foundations for successful manufacturing and quality control workflows using 3D scanning technologies.
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                View video
            


            
                HandySCAN 3D|MAX Series
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                NDT Solutions for Surface Inspections
                

                
                                            VXintegrity
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                R-Series
                

                
                                            CUBE-R

                    
                                        
                                    

            

        

            
                    
                                            

                    View all our videos

                    

                

                
                
                    Blog

                    Explore how of our customers use 3D scanning solutions to optimize their manufacturing and quality control processes, maximize productivity, and achieve better bottom-line results.
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                Do you have confidence in your 3D measurements? Are you certain they are accurate, repeatable, and reliable?
                Do you ever question the accuracy and reliability of your quality control (QC) process? Do you ever doubt the quality of your measurement setup, especially if you are a non-expert in 3D scanning? 
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                Experiencing Innovation: Creaform’s Brand Evolution Unveiled
                Welcome to an exciting new chapter in Creaform’s journey! We’re thrilled to share with you the details of our rebranding initiative, marking a significant milestone in our company’s evolution. As you may have already seen in our recent social media posts, emails, or press release, we’re excited to officially announce our renewed commitment to innovation, excellence, and customer experience.
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                3D scanning for gas-powered cars conversions of electrical vehicle design
                The automotive industry is undergoing a huge transformation. As the world moves towards more sustainable energy sources, electric vehicles (EVs) are becoming a driving force to transition from gas-powered cars. Just recently, Gear Patrol and Car and Driver have showcased future EVs from a wide range of automotive manufacturers, including Acura, Audi, Mercedes, Chevrolet, Ford, BMW, Polestar, Kia and Hyundai, just to name a few. 
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                    Find out about other stories

                    

                

                
                
                    
                        Brochures

                        Download Creaform’s brochures to explore which 3D scanner or engineering service is right for your business.



                        	HandySCAN 3D|MAX Series
	HandySCAN BLACK|Elite Limited
	NDT SOLUTIONS: Remove interpretation from the equation
	MetraSCAN 3D R-Series: Robot-mounted optical CMM 3D scanner
	VXelements: Fully integrated 3D software platform
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                            Technical documents

                            Our technical documents give you the insight you need to identify which 3D measurement technology you need for unique applications.



                            	Understanding portable 3D scanning technologies
	An introduction to 3D scanning
	Why Conventional measuring arms will not overcome… 21st Century Measuring Challenges
	CMM OR PORTABLE METROLOGY | How to Choose the Most Effective Measuring tool
	How to solve productivity issues with automated quality control


                            Consult our technical documents
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                	Engineering Services Website
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